Activities / excursions for bad weather
Glacier canyon Grindelwald
A masterpiece of nature, the 300m high walls
of the Glacier Canyon was formed by the
lower Grindelwald glacier. Sadly the lower
glacier no longer exists, but the canyon itself
is now thriving as a popular destination for a
sensory walk through its exposed rock galleries and tunnels. The rushing water cascades
freely from the mountains into the Lütschine
River below, sometimes causing a sudden
rush of wind through the canyon and a rapid
temperature flux as rays of light reflect along
the steep walls.

The newly built attraction is divided into six
themes: Coincidence, Formation, Geology,
Water, Glacier and Myth. An interesting
experience for all ages of visitor, the Glacier
Canyon is an ideal, easy-access tourist destination. Its accessibility in all weather conditions.

Trümmelbach Falls

With its ten glacier waterfalls inside the
mountain, made accessible by a tunnel
lift, the Trümmelbach Falls are unique
in Europe. The Trümmelbach alone
drains the huge glacier walls of the Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau with up to
20,000 liters of water per second from
its catchment area of 24 square kilometers, half of which is covered with snow
and ice. The Jungfrau-Aletsch area has
been declared a World Heritage Site by
UNESCO. The Trümmelbach is listed in
the "Federal Inventory of Landscapes
and Natural Monuments of National
Importance".

Local museum
The Grindelwald Museum shows the
development of Grindelwald from a
mountain farming village to a tourist
destination. Exhibition focus: agriculture and alpine farming, housekeeping,
handicrafts, history of mountaineering,
the profession of mountain guide, history of the Eiger, especially the Eiger
north face, the origin of winter sports,
models of various mountain railways,
old reliefs and pictures, old photographs and postcards.

Indoor rope park

Visit the largest indoor rope park in Europe in the Grindelwald sports center ...
... whatever the weather: dry and windless
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legend tells that this mystical creature
once lived in this unique environment - in
the St. Beatus Caves on Lake Thun near
Interlaken. Explore the inside of the
mountain for about one kilometer on a
well-developed and illuminated path.
Discover stalactites and stalagmites that
have been formed over millions of years
and immerse yourself in this unique natural world under the earth. You can also
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